Wing Commander G E Morley (Ministry ofDefence, London)
Aeromedical Casualty Evacuation Principles ofEvacuation and Types ofAircraft Involved The Royal Air Force medical plan for casualty evacuation is required to fit the operational requirements for the type of aircraft used to establish the airhead from the main base. There are no special ambulance aircraft, and tactical transports are used to fly the casualties out of the airhead to the main base. This principle of using the supply aircraft dates from the war in the Western Desert in 1940, where it began as an ad hoc arrangement between the medical officers and the aircrew, and later became the accepted and organized method. Air ambulances had been asked for, but initiaUy there was none, and in any case there were no spare crews to fly them. When they did arrive, the ad hoc arrangement with the supply aircraft carried on, and the air ambulances were used only in the forward area.
Today, the Royal Air Force medical responsibility commences at the airhead and extends to the strategic base. It fits chiefly into the role of the short and medium range transport. Aircraft such as the Comet, Britannia and the VC 10 are too vulnerable to be flown into an airhead and in any case, unless the operation is one in support of the civil power, the runways are likely to be too short. The tactical transport aeroplane is designed to fly heavy loads into rough and ready airfields. It has a wide-section fuselage to take bulky equipment and in consequence performance is generally slow. An aircraft such as the Beverley may lose two hours on a 750-mile flight if there is an unfavourable wind, and this means that plans must be made to provide medical attention on the route. The Argosy, which has a retractable undercarriage, is slightly faster than the Beverley, and being a prop-jet is also quieter and generally preferable for the more serious casualties who may need considerable resuscitation on the flight. The Andover, in which rear loading has been achieved by sweeping the tail upwards, has the big advantage for casualty loading in that its undercarriage will 'kneel'. With the other rough landing types of transport aircraft ramps have to be fitted, or a truck used as a platform, to reach the level of the freight deck. The C 130, or the Hercules, which will be coming into service, is a faster and more versatile aeroplane, capable of carrying heavier loads.
The casualty-carrying potential of these tactical transport aircraft ranges from 18 in the Andover to 48 in the Argosy and 70 stretchers in the C 130. It must be remembered that these aircraft are not primarily air ambulances, and they have to be rigged for casualty work by putting stretcher carrying poles into lugs in the floor and fixing straps to the side bulk-heads. The full conversion of an aircraft to the casualty role takes time and it is an advantage to use the easily unloaded aircraft for the return of stretcher cases, i.e. those designed for drive-off cargo.
In advance of the airhead is the zone of the short-range tactical aircraft and helicopters, where the army is responsible for the evacuation of casualties irrespective of the ownership of the aircraft. Broadly speaking, this is the zone of the forward shuttle of the 1940 Desert war, where aircraft such as the Single Pioneer and the Auster may be used, but with these there are difficulties with loading and it is better to choose the Twin Pioneer, which is a much more versatile short landing aircraft, easily converted to the casualty role and a very welcome sight for the doctor in the forward location. However, for moving a casualty down a mountain the helicopter is the best method.
To sum up, air travel is the safest and quickest means of transport for the casualty, enabling evacuation to the main resuscitative centres to be effected with a minimum of delay.
Siting and Establishing the Aeromedical Evacuation Unit at the Airhead The medical plan to establish the Aeromedical Evacuation Unit (AEU) at the airhead has to take its place among the operational requirements. While an efficiently organized medical service is a vital factor in the success of the campaign it cannot be said that medical requirements are paramount, because supplies such as engines for the aeroplanes and fuel for the engines are essential. Even the drinking water may have to be flown in, and every few minutes an aircraft will land, taxi, park, unload, taxi again and take off. The measure of the efficiency of the medical service is the way in which it functions in relation to the other services in a complementary fashion and not as an appendage.
The Air Movementsstaff have to achieveaquick unload and turn round. They cannot wait for casualties to arrive at the loading point and it is a medical responsibility to ensure that patients are ready at the right time for the right sort of aircraft. The medical team at the AEU must therefore have the closest possible liaison with the Air Traffic Control and Air Movements staff.
The site of the AEU must be chosen with the greatest care. It should be upwind of the engine run-up point, and upwind of the place where the propellers go into reverse pitch to shorten the aircraft landing run. It should not be too far away, nor in hostile territory as this would involve defence and transport problems in moving the casualties to the aircraft and pickets might have to be arranged. Further, in choosing the site the AEU should know which runway directions are to be used, and how long the touch-down points are expected to last. If a touch-down point breaks up, arrangements for re-aligning the runway will be made without regard to the position of any AEU that may be in the way. From the outset the AEU must be prepared to treat cases, if necessary from a canvas shelter, until more sophisticated equipment arrives, for although there will be plenty of spare room on the return aircraft in the first few days, the Command Staff, Air Traffic, are all part of a chosen trained team which should be kept together, and evacuation of lightly wounded or sick members must be avoided wherever possible. Moreover, in addition to the staff there will be civilians who will begin to arrive from the first day, and as their treatment is part of the 'hearts and minds' aspect of any campaign, we must be prepared to treat them from the commencement of operations.
The Function ofthe AEU: Reception, Holding and Evacuation The AEU will usually begin to function from a tented shelter, but when the operation is one in support of the civil power and the main airport can be used, more permanent accommodation mnay be available. This, however, may have its problems, and disinfestation will certainly have to be considered before it is occupied. In practice, a tented camp is the usual end-result, but inflatable shelters are an interesting alternative. These are not inflated by internal pressure, but by air pressure within the double skin of the walls, and although the whole structure may be too big for the early stages of the Unit, the two end sections can form an igloo of a useful 29 ft diameter size, which can take beds or be used as an operating theatre. These structures will withstand the 90 knot wind of an aircraft run-up, and they can be made dustproof; air-conditioning gives temperature and humidity control and in cold climates the shelter can be heated.
Whatever is used, and whatever the plan may be to fly out casualties the AEU must be prepared to work at night. It is at the end of the day that the main influx of casualties occurs from the forward areas and because it may be impossible to organize night flying in geographically hostile territories, overnight care is one aspect of the Unit's casualty holding function.
Medical problems will be wide-ranging among these casualties. Although the troops are selected and screened, and as a final precaution the Brigade Senior Medical Officer will have made his Regimental Medical Officers carry out final checks, and picked troops are not the men to report sick at the last minute before a campaign, yet there may be incipient infections such as early tonsillitis or pharyngitis, or simple diarrhoea reactive to water sterilizing powder, and the men may be working in extreme heat with ambient temperatures up to 125°F. The gunners will move a limber which is stuck in the soft sand by crooking their fingers into the track grips and moving it an inch or two at a time; the signaller who goes with the forward observation officer may do two or three 3,000 ft climbs, in the same temperature: these are the types of men who become heat hyperpyrexia casualties by nightfall. A body temperature of 106°F is not uncommon when they arrive and they can quickly succumb to heat stroke. Such cases can require special nursing throughout the night and if the Force has been more than eight days in a malarial area, malaria cannot be excluded from the differential diagnosis in any case of pyrexia. Blood films must therefore be taken and examined before commencing treatment. However, the night's work is not only clinical. The medical officer will also be planning the evacuation programme for the next day, and consulting with the Air Traffic Control and the Air Movements staff so that he knows when the faster pressurized aircraft with drive-off cargoes will arrive. He will signal the strategic base so that the in-flight medical team know what types of casualties to plan for; he may have to ask for the in-flight aeromedical evacuation team to arrive on the earliest aircraft. He must not hibernate in the medical tent because, whether or not anyone has time to speak to him in the operations room, his presence there is valuable, and he will hear what the battle plan is going to be; the men on the flights will welcome him in their mess tent, and an extra consultation then will save time for the working section next day. For all these reasons it will be understood that it should be an Air Force Medical Officer who is in charge of the Aeromedical Evacuation 
